
Year 7 Spring Term – 7H – Atoms, Molecules and Elements
Section A: Key Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

chemical 

reaction

A change in which one or more new substances are 

formed.

physical change
A change in which no new substances are formed, e.g. 

changes of state.

properties
A description of how a material behaves and what it is 

like. Hardness is a property of some solids.

atom A small particle from which all substances are made.

compound

Substance that can be split up into simpler substances, 

since it contains the atoms of two or more elements 

joined together.

element A simple substance, made up of only one type of atom.

mixture
Contains more than one substance with different types of 

particles that are not joined together.

molecule Two or more atoms joined together in group of a set size.

periodic table A special list of all known elements.

pure
A single substance that does not have anything else in it 

(rather than a mixture of substances).

brittle Not easily bent, or not flexible, breaks under force.

conductor of 

electricity
Substance that allows electricity to pass through it easily.

conductor of 

heat
Substance that allows heat to pass through it easily.

flexible Bends without breaking.

malleable Able to be beaten and bent into shape.

magnetic A material, such as iron, that is attracted to a magnet.

metals

Elements that are shiny when polished, conduct heat and 

electricity well, are malleable and flexible and often have 

high melting points.

non-metals
Elements that are not shiny, and do not conduct heat and 

electricity well.

crust Solid layer of rocks on the surface of the Earth.

recycle
Using a material again, often by melting it and using it to 

make new objects.

bond
The force that joins atoms together in molecules and joins 

elements together in compounds.

metal ore
Rocks containing metal compounds which can be used 

as a source of the metal.

oxide Compound containing one element bonded with oxygen.

carbonate
Compound containing an element bonded with carbon 

and oxygen.

ElementsSection B – Important information

The periodic table lists all 118 known elements, which are described by symbols of 
one or two letters. The first letter is always a capital letter and the second is always 
lower case and the same symbols are used in all countries.

Although there are only about 90 natural elements, there are millions of compounds.
We obtain all the elements and compounds we need for living from the Earth’s 
atmosphere and crust. However, our resources are limited and some may run out in 
the near future. We need to take care of our resources, recycle more and make less 
waste.

Metals and Non-metals

Some common properties of some metals include:

Some common properties of non-metals are:

Every element has its own unique properties and uses, so not all non-metals 
and metals fit all the general properties of their group.

All substances are made up of tiny 
particles called atoms. Substances 
can be made of single atoms.
Elements are simple substances 
made up of only one kind of atom.

Substances can also be made of 
atoms bonded together in small 
groups, called molecules. 

Some substances can also be made of 
many trillions of atoms all bonded 
together.

Natural materials can be pure 
(containing only one substance) or 
mixtures (containing two or more 
substances which are not joined 
together). A mixture is formed if 
elements are mixed without joining.

Most substances are compounds, 
which contain more than one kind of 
atom (more than one element) 
bonded (joined) together.
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Chemical reactionsCompounds

All of these materials are forms of silicon dioxide, which is a compound 
containing silicon and oxygen atoms. Compounds are formed when 
elements are mixed and react so that the atoms join together.

Chemical reactions always form one 
or more new substances.

Many chemical reactions occur in 
everyday life, for example, burning, 
cooking, rusting, digesting food.

Typical signs of chemical reaction 
include:

● a colour change,

● a gas being given off,

● a solid forming in a liquid,

● an energy change.

Thermal decomposition reactions involve breaking down a single compound 
using heat and are often used in industry to extract metals.

For example, heating copper carbonate produces copper oxide and carbon 
dioxide.

We can model chemical reactions using word equations

reactants   products

copper carbonate   copper oxide  +  carbon dioxide

Naming compounds

If a compound contains two elements plus oxygen, the 
ending of the name of one element is changed to –ate, 
which means ‘with oxygen’. For example, a compound 
containing zinc, sulphur and oxygen is called zinc 
sulfate.

Depending on what elements the compound contains 
will dictate the name of the compound created and its 
chemical formula.


